It has long been known that if / € L2(R") and the supports of / and its Fourier transform / are bounded then / = 0 almost everywhere. More recently it has been shown that the same conclusion can be reached under the weaker condition that the supports of / and / have finite measure. These results may be thought of as qualitative uncertainty principles since they limit the "concentration" of the Fourier transform pair (/, / ). Little is known, however, of analogous results for functions on locally compact groups. A qualitative uncertainty principle is proved here for unimodular groups of type I.
Introduction
Let G be a locally compact (LC) group equipped with left Haar measure m.Q. G will denote the dual of G (i.e., a maximal set of pairwise inequivalent continuous irreducible unitary representations of G). The Fourier transform / of f £LX(G) is defined by {/(*)C,V>= [ f(x)(n(x)C,n)dmG(x) Jg where n £ G, Ç, n £ ß% (the representation space of n) and ( , ) is the inner product on %?% . \f f, g are measurable functions on G, we define their convolution f * g by f*g(x)= / f(y)g(y~xx)dmG(y) jg whenever the integral exists.
For / £ LX(G), let Af = {x £ G; f(x) ¿ 0} and Bf = {n £ G; f(n) ¿ 0}. In 1973, Matolcsi and Szücs [7] showed that if G is a locally compact abelian (LCA) group then, with notation as above, ma(Af)m~(Bf) < 1 => / = 0 almost everywhere, where m~ is the Haar measure on the dual group G, normalized so that the Plancherel identity is valid. In 1974, Benedicks [2] showed that if mn is ordinary Lebesgue measure on R" and / £ P^R"), then mn(Af)m"(Bf) < oo => / = 0 almost everywhere, and in 1977 Amrein and Berthier [1] reached the same conclusion using Hubert space techniques.
Let ^ be a Hilbert space with inner product ( , ) and P £ 38 (%f) (the set of bounded linear operators on ?V). Let {(f)k} be a complete orthonormal set in %? . We define the Hilbert-Schmidt norm ||P||2 of T by imi^ = £i™i2 = ££i(p^, <m2 k k j and we say P is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator if ||P||2 < oo . The class End2(^) of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on ß? is itself a Hilbert space with inner product (T,S) = Y,(T<t>k,S(l>k) k for T,S£End2(JT).
Let G be a unimodular group of type I. Then there exists a measure ra~ on G such that
i.e., the Fourier transform / h-> / may be extended to P2(G) to furnish an isometric isomorphism between P2(G) and the measurable fields h on G for which Jg\\h(n)\\2dm~(n) < oo . (For a discussion, see [4 or 10] .)
If P C G is a measurable subset, we define p(E) by
Je With this notation, the LC group G is said to satisfy the qualitative uncertainty principle (QUP) if, for each f £ L2(G),
Of course, if the Plancherel measure is supported on the set of infinite-dimensional representations (e.g., if G is a nonabelian nilpotent Lie group or semisimple Lie group) the QUP is meaningless since the condition p(Bf) < p(G) cannot be complied with by a nonzero / £ L2(G). A theorem due to Moore [8] states that dim(^) < M < oo for all n £ G if and only if G contains an open abelian subgroup of finite index so that in this case the condition p(Bf ) < p(G) reduces to the more natural m~(Bf) < m~(G). In [9] , Price and Sitaram prove qualitative uncertainty principles of a similar nature to that described above for functions on a wide variety of locally compact groups including those of the form WxH where Pi is a compact connected Lie group, the motion group, the affine group, the Heisenberg group or SL(2, R). In [3] , Cowling, Price, and Sitaram give a qualitative uncertainty principle valid for functions on all noncompact semisimple Lie groups with finite centres.
Suppose / £ L2(X x X) where X is a measure space with measure mx ■ Define an operator P on L2(X) by (T(j>)(y) = ( t(x, y)<f,(x)dmx(x) (<t> £ L2(X)).
Jx
Then T £&(L2(X)) and
(1-2) ||P||<||P||2 = IMl2<00
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where ||P|| denotes the usual operator norm of P and ||r||2 the L2(X x X) norm of /. Now let P and Q be orthogonal projections on a Hilbert space ßf and let P n Q denote the unique orthogonal projection onto ß?x , the intersection of the ranges of P and Q. Clearly PQ(4>) = <t> for all <f) £ ß?x, hence, since the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of a projection is equal to the dimension of its range, (1.3) ||Pnß||2<||Pß||2. If E is a measurable subset of an LC group G, we denote its characteristic function by £e and its complement by E' or G\E. The annihilator A(G, H) of a closed subset Pi of G is defined by A(G,H) = {n£G;n(h) = \K for all h £ H}.
The identity element of G will be denoted by e. The left regular representation P of G on P2(G) is strongly continuous and defined by (L(a)4>)(x) = (f>(a-Xx) (a£G, (¡>£L2(G)).
The QUP
The satisfaction (or otherwise) of the QUP for a particular LC group G is largely determined by the topology of G.
Lemma 2.1. Let G be an LC group with noncompact identity component Go and C be a measurable subset of G with 0 < mG(C) < oo. Given e > 0 and a measurable subset Co Q C with mG(Co) > 0, there exists a £ Go such that mG(C) < mG(C U aCo) < mG(C) + e.
Proof. Define h: G0 -♦ R+ (= {y £ R; y > 0}) by h(a) = mG(C u aC0).
Then h may also be written as
The strong continuity of P implies the continuity of h on Go .
By the regularity of Haar measure, there is a compact set K ç C with mG(C\K) < mG(C0)/2. Let M = KK~X, a compact subset of G. M n G0 is then either compact in Go or empty and since Go is not compact, we may choose a £ Go\(M n Go). With this choice of a, aK n K is empty and so, aCo n K = a((Co n K) U (C0 n K')) n K = (aCo naKnK)u (aC0 n aK' n K) = aCo naK'nKç a(C0 n K').
Therefore, (2.1) mG(aCo nK) < mG(C n K') < mG(C0)/2 and h(a) = mG(CUaC0) = mG((C nK)u(Cn K') u (aCo n K) u (aC0 n P')) >mG((CnP)u(flC0nP')) = mG(C) -mG(C n P') + mG(aCo) -mG(aCo n P) > wG(C) (by the choice of K and (2.1)) = h(e).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use So h is a nonconstant continuous function on the connected set Go . We may then choose a £ Go with mG(C) = h(e) < h (a) = mG(C u aC0) < h(e) + e = mG(C) + e. □ Now let G be a unimodular group of type I equipped with Haar measure mG and G be its dual object equipped with Plancherel measure m~. For h £ f~ End2(ß?n)dm~(n), denote by h that element of P2(G) for which (h)A(n) = h(n) for almost every n £ G. Let A C G, B CG be measurable subsets with mG(A) < mG(G), p(B) < p(G). With slightly abusive notation, we denote by Ç% that element of P2(G) for which (iB)A(n) = è,B(n)\^n for almost every n £ G. Define projections EA and Fb on P2(G) by Let f = L(a¡)fo so that (fi)A(n) = n(ai)(fo)*(n) for all n £ G. Then Fßfi = f (0 < i < N). Since Am = AoliaxAoli-■ -\JamAo and f = 0 mG-a.e. on (a¡Ao)', we see that EAmf -f for 0 < i < m. Also EAm\Am_Ji = 0 for 0 < / < am -1 and EAm\Am_xfm ^ 0. Therefore fm is not a linear combination of fo, ... , fm-X and so {fo, ... , pV} is a set of /Y + 1 linearly independent functions in (EAn C)Fb)L2(G) , thus contradicting (2.6). We conclude that (EAnFB)L2(G) = {0}. D
A simple argument extends this result to functions in LP(G), 1 < p < oo. We say that the LC group G is a Plancherel group if the dual object G can be equipped with a measure am-? (the Plancherel measure) such that j \f(x)\2dmG(x) = Jj\f(n)\\22dms(n) for all / £ LX(G) n P2(G). (For a discussion of these groups, see [12] .) The QUP, originally stated for unimodular groups of type I only, remains meaningful for Plancherel groups.
It is natural to ask whether the conditions given in Theorem 2.2 for the QUP to be satisfied are necessary. For example, does there exist a Plancherel group G and f £ Lx(G)nL2(G) with mG(Af) < mG(G), p(Bf) < p(G)l Theorem 2.4 provides a partial answer to this question. 
Therefore, f(%)(\^n -n(a))Ç = 0 for each Ç 6 ß% and a £ Gx , i.e., f(n)n = 0 for each n £ V where V is the smallest closed subspace of ß?n containing \Ja€G R(i^" -7c(a)). (If P is a linear operator on a Hilbert space ß? then R(T) denotes the range of P.) But for all g £ G, a £ Gx, and C e ^ ,
which is in V by the normality of Gx. So V is a closed invariant subspace of ßffx which is proper since Gi is nontrivial and n £ A(G, Gx). By the irreducibility of n, V -ß?n and consequently f(ii) = 0. Therefore f(n) = (GÜÍ^.g,)^)!* (HgG).But
So, if / = c¡G¡ , we have Af = Gx , Bf = A(G, Gx), and mG(Af)p(Bf) = 1, and since A(G, Gx) is a closed subset of G, the QUP is violated. D If G is an LCA group, the dual object G is also an LCA group. The Plancherel identity If G is an LCA group, Corollary 2.5 leaves only the cases where G is either compact or discrete to be dealt with. However, the above discussion and Theorem 8.4.1 of Rudin [11] may be adapted to show that an infinite compact abelian group satisfies the QUP if and only if it is connected and (by the duality between compact and discrete LCA groups and the symmetry between G and G in the statement of the QUP) an infinite discrete abelian group satisfies the QUP if and only if it is torsion-free.
Our last result relates to the QUP for compact groups and the author is indebted to Michael Cowling for helpful suggestions regarding the proof. Theorem 2.6. Let G be an infinite compact group. Then G satisfies the QUP if and only if it is connected. Proof. Let G be an infinite compact disconnected group with identity component Go . The quotient group G/Go is nontrivial and totally disconnected. Given an open neighbourhood U of the identity in G, there is a family Jîf of compact normal subgroups of G such that H e Sf => H ç U and the quotient group G/H is a compact connected Lie group. Sf is in fact a directed set and we write G = lim G/H i.e., G is the projective limit of compact connected Lie groups G/H (H£SC). Lipsman shows in [6] that G= lim A (G,H) i.e., G is the corresponding injective limit of the annihilators A(G, H) (H £ £f). In particular, given n £ G, there exists H £ Sf such that n £ A(G, H). Now suppose / £ L2(G), mG(A¡) < 1 (= mG(G)) and p(Bf) < p(G). Then / is a trigonometric polynomial and we write n /(x) = ^dim(^,)tr(^7r,(x)) where f(7t¡) = Ai (I < i < n). There exist compact normal subgroups H¡ C G with n, £ A(G, Hi) (I < i < n). Let H = Ç\ni=xH,-Then H £ % and %i £ A(G, H) (I < i < n). If h £ H, f(xh) = f(x) since n,(h) = 1^ .
Let 4>: G -> G/H be the canonical homomorphism and define fx £ LX(G/H) by f\(<P(x)) = f(x) (x £ G), a trigonometric polynomial on the compact connected Lie group G/H. Since / is right //-invariant, A'f = A',H, so fx((j)(x)) = 0 for all x £ A'f and mG/H((¡)(A'f)) = mG(A/) > 0. Lemma 0.3 of [9] (which, in the language of this paper, states that a compact Lie group satisfies the QUP if and only if it is connected) now applies, giving fx = 0. Hence / = 0. D It is perhaps also worthy of note that if G is a noncompact LC group with dim(^) < oo for all n £ G, the QUP is satisfied by G if and only if the identity component of G is noncompact since in this case, compactness of the identity component is equivalent to the existence of a compact open normal subgroup.
